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ABSTRACT

Influence of a trap (sink) on an exciton transfer in molecular aggregates is investigated.
Memory functions entering the generalized master equations are calculated. The presence of the
sink changes their analytical form. We used the sink in trimer as example to show that for large
trapping rate parameters the rest of the system is decoupled from the sink.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last twenty years much work has been done in theoretical investiga-
tions of coherence and incoherence effects in the excilou transfer in molecular
aggregates.

Several principal directions in the theory have been followed. After the mi-
croscopic treatment of the exciton-phonon interaction by Silbey and coworkers1,
Generalized Master Equation method has been developed by Kenkre et a!.' and
Stochastic Liouville Equation method has been enriched by Reineker et al.3

Owing to great effort of many people, many details of mutual relation be-
tween different approaches become step by step clear2 3 | 4 S .

Let us turn our attention to the problem, which is common and has been
treated many times in the past. The system we address is a molecular aggregate
in which guest molecules {i.e. traps) are introduced, let us say, interstitially.
The experiments we are interested in here create excitons in the host system
through illumination, an appropriate frequency range being chosen to ensure
that only the host is excited. The excitons decay radiatively and also move
wilhin the host- If they arrive within the sphere of influence of the traps,
they may ho captured. If they are captured, they later decay radiatively in a
different frequency range. For simplicity we will neglect the radiation decay in
the host.

In trapless host noninteracting excitons may be taken to move in accordance
with the Generalized Master Equation6

dPm[t)/dl = (wmn(t - r)Pn(T) - wnm(t - r)Pm(r))dr (1.1)

for the probability Pm(l), that exciton occupies site m at time t. The mem-
ory functions wmn(i) contain the dynamics of the system. We are not interested
now in a proper form of the memory functions, which takes into account the ex-
ritoii interaction with a bath (phonons). We will concentrate on purely coherent
exciton transfer.

To take into account an effect of the trap on exciton dynamics, Ketikre
suggested so called "sink" model. In the simpler version of this model the
exciton probability decays to the trap with constant trapping rate parameter
7 whenever the exciton occupies a host site influenced by the trap. Kenkre
suggested to append to (1.1) a sink term

- 2 ^ n l , 7 P m ( 0 , (1-2)

where the summation extends only ovet the sites a influenced by a trap.
Capek and Szocs turned7 the attention to the fact, that (1.1) together with

(1.2) could not give a guarantee, that occupation probabilities Pm(t) > 0. Using
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the simple example of dimer they stressed the necessity of some transformation
of wmn(t) in (1.1) to take into account the presence of the sink (1.2). The
simplest and natural generalization of their result would be a prescription to
multiply memory functions uim,(f) or u>,m(t) in (1.1) with a prefactor e''1'.

The aim of the present paper is to generalize our direct method8 for calcu-
lation of coherent memory functions for finite systems and to show on a most
simple example the influence of the sink on memory functions connecting dif-
ferent sites of the finite system.

We will show, that for e.g. a (rimer with a sink appended at one end (s = 3)
and for a large trapping rate 7, the rest (dimer) is decoupled not only in the
scns&, that exciton moves entirely in the dimer avoiding the place influenced
by the sink, what could be understood due to the introduction of the prefactor
e"1 ' into tui3(t) and u>33(i), but also that the memory function Wi2(t) transforms
entirely to that for the dimer.

Results and consequences of Kenkre's paper6 in which no transformation of
memory functions takes place could be in some extent, mainly for large 7 and
finite systems, questioned.

The paper is Bet as follows. In Sec.II we give a generalization of our di-
rect method for calculation of the coherent memory functions for general finite
systems to take into account the influence of the sink. In Sec. Ill we present
expressions for the coherent memory functions wmn(t) for trimer in which a sink
is placed in the center and at one end. In Sec.IV some conclusions for further
investigation are drawn.

II. The c - MATRIX TECHNIQUE — MFs

In general, the density operator p satisfies the Liouville-von Neumann equa-
tion

idp/dt = L p. (2.1)

Here, L is the Liouville superoperator and ft = 1.
One can use the Nakajima-Zwanzig equation for a projection on a relevant

part of the density operator

dpp(t)
dt

= -iDLpD{t) - [ drDLe-'TQiQLDpD(t - r), (2.2)
Ja

Q = 1 - D.

The kernel of the integral is the so called (superoperator) memory func-
tion (MF). The initial term is omitted, the proper chosen initial conditions are
supposed.

Choosing a proper diagonalizing form of D, the term — iDLpj){1) drops,
matrix elements of the operator po — Dp become site occupation probabilities



and the elements of superoperator MF are the memory functions in the com-
mon sense. Thr formalism of the projection superoperator D employed in the
derivation of(2.2) from (a. 1) enables us to follow the site occupation probability
and thus the exciton migration It generally involves the influence of phonons
or another hath.

As in (2.2) only the positive time is used, we complete the definition of the
MF in the following manner

u(0 = -9(t)DLe-itc*LQLD, (2.3)

where 0(1) is the (Heaviside) step function. Thus we are able to define the
Fourier transformation of (2.3)

(2.4)

which may be analytically continued to the lower halfplane

w(z) - -iDL(Q(t - L)Q)~lLD, (2.5)

In absence of phonons ( or other kind of a bath) we take the following form
ofD

0 = £>)H(MM.-). (2-fl)
m

where
|tn) is the complete ort.honormal set of Wannier-like functions,
m = 1,2,..., N is the site index.
Let us concentrate our attention on finite systems with Hamiltonian H which

includes an effect of the sink

Hii=ci + iri, (2.7)

Ha = H'k, = Jik for i f k.

The matrix Q(z ~ L)Q which is to be inverted is a four-index quantity
(tetradix). Owing to properties of Q, we need only off-diagonal elements of the
Hermitian tetradix

(C£Q)M,.*.*, = "MS ,M, = ff(*i«».*i*l). (2-6)

where >i ^ i5 as well as iti ^ k?. For every such a pair of combina-
tions of indices i"i / ht'i>h = 1, --, JV it is worth introducing a single index

Let us denote the lower (upper) half of the set 1,2 N(N-l) by GL(GV),

To pairs (ii r'2) with »i < »2 we ascribe the values, of I from Gi in an arbitrary
manner. For pairs with ij > ij we assume I from Gy ascribed in such a way
that

(2.9)

A ( J V ~ 1 )

Taking into account

we have

and

<r{l,K)=-{o(I-h,K-h)Y for

) ' for

(2.10)

(2.11)

Gv,Ke.GL. (2.12)

We can draw the conclusion that for our Hamiltonian // the whole a matrix
may be written in the block diagonal form

<r = I °P TP (2.13)

where <rP{I,K) = <r(I,K) for / . A ' S d and rP(I, K) = <*{I, K) for / £
GL,K eGv,

In the sets of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a we can find to each eigenvalue
aa with an eigenvector (ua, vo) the opposite eigenvalue — o*a with an eigenvector

Now it is easy to invert matrix a. The final form of the MFs in the time
domain is as follows

2 / 0

(2.14)

where

2 / 0

rQ(m,n) =
l.K-l



for I,A' derived as said above. By the summation only for Re(aa) > 0 we
obtain

(2.15)

This method can be used only in case of similarity of a -matrix with diagonal
matrix.

III. MF's FOR TRIMER WITH A TRAP

Let us consider the exciton in trimer We have two possibilities to place a
sink in trimer - in the center or at the end.

At first, let us suppose that the center of trimer is influenced by a sink. The
Hamiltoniaii H with only the nearest neighbor interaction J then reads

/0 1 0\
H=\l -it 1

\o i o/
(3.1)

We have chosen J as energy unit and l/J as time unit.
After direct inversion of Q[: — L)Q we obtain

"̂  _ 2) [ - V ' + '7) 2*(* + rJ) -*(* + i7) J

Inverse Fourier transformation gives for 7 < 2\/2

and for 7 >

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

0-5)

For 7 —» 0 we can recover results without a trap

= 1 - cos{\/2t)

(3.7)

and for 7 —> 00

0. (3.8)

Now let us suppose that the sink influences the end of trimer. The Hamil-
tonian H then reads

/ 0 1 0 \
H= 1 0 1 1 .

\0 1 -17/
We obtain

w(z) =
(z +

(3.9)

Inverse Fourier transformation gives

(3.10)

+ (B - I

>_(fl_l)J_4^ (B.

3} £ (3.11)

(3.12)

and



(B + ^)(5 - 2)
o J

)(B

(3.13)

where

9),
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and for 7 <

and for 7 > \/0

Putting y — Q vie. can again recover (3.7) and for 7 —• 00

wn{1) = 1,

wl3(t) = 0, (3.14)

The obtained time dependences of the memory functions for both arrange-
ments of the sink are given in Fig.1-2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

As stated in the Introduction, this paper addresses a specific problem in the
exciton transfer in molecular aggregates, namely the influence of the trap ( here
modeled according to Kenkre's suggestion as a sink) on the memory functions
connecting different sites of the system.

Our generalized method which we have used for obtaining the memory func-
tions U)mn(0 (2.3) entering as kernel the Nakajima-Zwanzig equations (2.2) is
based on a direct inversion of the superoperator expression (2.5). This allows
us to investigate thoroughly the memory functions in the general finite system
in absence of phonons but in the presence of a trap modeled as a sink.

Our calculations of the memory functions for two positions of the sink in
trimer (in the center and at the end) allow to draw several conclusions:

1.Application of the sink model for the description of the coherent exciton
transfer in presence of the trap requires for a sufficiently large trapping rate
parameter 7 more pronounced modification of Generalized Master Equation
(1.1) then suggested by Kenkre6. One should goner-ally not only append the
sink term (1.2) . One has to use the proper form of the memory functions
u'mntO, by the calculation of which the influence of the sink was taken into
account.

2. The transformation of the memory functions wm,,(t) which takes into
account the influence of the sink could not be generally expressed by the help of
an exponentially damped prefactor. The analytical form of the trimer memory
functions is changed pronouncedly.

3. Presence of the sink leads to a transformation of not only those memory
functions which connect the sink with other places. The decoupling of the rest
of the system from the very strong sink is not only owing to diminishing the
memory functions connecting the sink with the rest of the system. As was shown
in Fig.2 for trimer, the memory function u>i2(/) transforms to that of the rest
(diiner) of the system ( namely to constant).

4. Coherent memory functions are generally loosing their periodic character
with increasing trapping rate 7 and memory effects are retained for shorter
times.

5. Up to now we have spoken about the coherent regime of the exciton
transfer. Kenkre supposed2, that the effect of an exciton-bath (phonon) coupling
reduces to an exponentially damped prefactor of coherent memory functions.
We have shown*-5, that in homogenous linear chain the linear local exciton
coupling changes a form of memory functions more appreciably. The memory
functions, in a long time asymptotics, have two mutually connected channels:
quasicoherent one, given by the long range coherent memory functions with
exponentially damped prefactor, and incoherent one, which is phonon assisted.

Our preliminary results support an importance of derivation of general form
of MF for energetically nonhomogeneous systems, which would take into account
as phonon-less as phonon-assisted exciton transfer for clarifying exciton transfer
regime in presence of the trap.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l: Memory functions tvm n(O for trimet with & sink term (-2jPi(t)).
Fig.2: Memory functions uim n( t) for trimer with a sink term (—2-j/J3(()).
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